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Food for Thought

• Perceptions of Compliance – then and now.

• What are the Shareholders & Company’s expectations?

• Shifting priorities – from a back office “support function” to a 

business critical Stakeholder



MNC Life in Compliance – International Markets



What has changed

• Increased regulation, legislation, enforcement actions, prosecutions, 

audits, news scandals, M&A activity, a Financial Crisis (2008), and the 

China GSK scandal in 2013 (which had a domino effect)….

• In the international markets, Compliance has moved quickly (last 5 

years) from a traditional low profile “approval” function to a true 

“business partner” - working with Finance, Internal Audit, Legal & 

Investigations.



Risk Management = Internal Controls Wheel 

Legal

Compliance

FinanceAudit

Investigations Internal Controls – 
(SOX 404)

1. Inventory Management
2. Accounts Receivable

3. “Payables”

SOX 404: Corporate responsibility for 
accuracy of Financial reports, Management 
assessment of internal controls & real-time 
issuer of material disclosures.



Life Sciences – High “Sector Risk” in APAC

• Highly-regulated industry; 

• Many “government” (FCPA) touchpoints; 

• Intense scrutiny and “industry probes” by external agencies; 

• Charitable donations & “grants” are a source of keen focus for both 

Pharma & Devices;

• Inter-agency cooperation in investigations & enforcement is on the rise.







Effective Compliance Program – Best Defense



Building Effective Global Compliance Officers

Improving the capabilities of Compliance Officers:

•Built upon the Coy’s strategy, resourcing (reach) & program design (realistic or 
not)
•Focus on critical driver’s of business performance
•High value placed on a CO’s ability to analyze risk & offer workable solutions
•Emphasize transfer of knowledge, mentorships and “IP sharing”
•Embed past lessons into training & highlight “individual accountability”
•Carefully listen to the “message” not the messenger when issues raised

This need is intensifying today as Life Sciences Companies face many new challenges: 

Digitization and artificial intelligence, 
increasing leverage to use data as a competitive weapon, 
Potential new technology competitors. 

These technology-driven shifts create an imperative for most organizations to 
change, which in turn demands more and better Leaders up and down the line.



Future Fit

Given the pace of change today, the most important driver in fostering an 
internal ethical mindset is “culture” – this should drive change-enabling 
leadership development.

Translate the Compliance Strategy into a leadership model specific to its needs  & 
aspirations – repeat the Coy’s aspirations as often as possible to reinforce msg. 

High EQ: Enhance the ability of COs to adapt to different situations and to adjust 
their behavior in different situations. This is something that requires a high degree 
of self-awareness and a learning mind-set. 

Promote, support and instill a sense of courage and pride in “far flung COs” 
who intelligently challenge the status quo in a selfless manner, when seeking to 
find positive change. These are your real advocates and change-makers.

When Leaders fully appreciate that their committed COs are the “Keepers of 
the Realm”,  then fewer problems are likely to arise.  #1 Positive continual 
influence to the Top!  



Be an Authentic & Brave Leader
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